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Abstract 

In role-based access control (RBAC) permissions are 
associated with roles, and users are made members of 
roles thereby acquiring the roles’ permissions. The mo- 
tivation behind RBAC is to simplify administration. 
An appealing possibility is to use RBAC itself to man- 
age RBAC, to further provide administrative conve- 
nience, especially in decentralizing administrative au- 
thority, responsibility and chores. This paper describes 
the motivation, intuition and outline of a new model 
for RBAC administration called ARBAC97 (adminis- 
trative RBAC ‘97). ARBAC97 has three components: 
URA97 (user-role assignment ‘97), PRA97 (permission- 
role assignment ‘97) and RRA97 (role-role assignment 
‘97). URA97 was recently defined by Sandhu and 
Bhamidipati [SB97]. ARBAC97 incorporates URA97, 
builds upon it to define PRA97 and some components 
of RRA97, and introduces additional concepts in devel- 
oping RRA97. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

R.ole-based access control (RBAC) has recently received 
considerable attention as a promising alternative to tra- 
ditional discretionary and mandatory access controls 
(see, for example, [FK92, FCK95, Gui95, GI96, MD94, 
HDT95, N095, SCFY96, vSvdM94, YCS97]). In RBAC 
permissions are associated with roles, and users are 
made members of appropriate roles thereby acquiring 
the roles’ permissions. This greatly simplifies manage- 
ment of permissions. Roles are created for the various 
job functions in an organization and users are assigned 
roles based on their responsibilities and qualifications. 
Users can be easily reassigned from one role to another. 
R.oles can be granted new permissions as new appli- 
cations and systems are incorporated, and permissions 
can be revoked from roles as needed. Role-role rela- 
tionships can be established to lay out broad policy 
objectives. 

In large enterprise-wide systems the number of roles 
can be in the hundreds or thousands, and users can 
be in the tens or hundreds of thousands. Managing 
these roles and users, and their interrelationships is 
a formidable task that often is highly centralized in 
a small team of security administrators. Because the 
main advantage of RBAC is to facilitate administration, 
it is natural to ask how RBAC itself can be used to man- 
age RBAC. We believe the use of RBAC for managing 
RBAC will be an important factor in the long-term suc- 
cess of RBAC. Decentralizing the details of RBAC ad- 
ministration without loosing central control over broad 
policy is a challenging goal for system designers and 
architects. 

There are many components to RBAC [SCFY96]. 
RBAC administration is therefore multi-faceted. In 
particular we can separate the issues of assigning users 
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to roles, assigning permissions to roles, and assigning 
roles to roles to define a role hierarchy. These activities 
are all required to bring users and permissions together. 
However, in many cases, they are best done by different 
administrators or administrative roles. Assigning per- 
missions to roles is typically the province of application 
administrators. Thus a banking application can be im- 
plemented so credit and debit operations are assigned 
to a teller role, whereas approval of a loan is assigned 
to a managerial role. Assignment of actual individuals 
to the teller and managerial roles is a personnel man- 
agement function. Assigning roles to roles has aspects 
of user-role assignment and role-permission assignment. 
Role-role relationships establish broad policy. Control 
of these relationships would typically be relatively cen- 
tralized in t,he hands of a few security administrators. 

Sandhu and Bhamidipati [SB97] recently introduced 
a model for user-role assignment called URA97 (user- 
role assignment ‘97). URA97 is constructed in context 
of the RBAC96 model [SCFY96, San97], summarized in 
figure 1. In this paper we build upon URA97 to develop 
a comprehensive model for role-based administration of 
RBAC. Our model is called ARBAC97 (administrative 
RBAC ‘97). It has three components as follows. 

1. The user-role assignment component of AR- 
BAC97 is essentially identical to URA97 and car- 
ries the same name. 

2. The permission-role assignment component of 
ARBAC97 is a dual’ of URA97 and is called 
PRA97 (permission-role assignment ‘97). 

3. The role-role assignment component of AR- 
BAC97 itself has several components which are de- 
termined by the kind of roles that are involved. We 
defer discussion of the role-role assignment model 
till section 4. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We be- 
gin by reviewing the URA97 model in section 2. In sec- 
tion 3 we define the dual administrative model PRA97. 
Section 4 describes the motivation, intuition and out- 
lines of the RRA97 model for role-role assignment. A 
complete definition of RRA97 is outside the scope of 
this paper. Our focus here is on developing the motiva- 
tion and intuition which will underlie future forma,liza- 
tion of RRA97. The RRA97 model is still evolving, so 
our discussion here is a snapshot of work in progress. 
Section 5 concludes the paper. 

‘In our work we have often observed a duality between user- 
role and permission-role relationships. For example, every con- 
straint on user-role relationships has a dual counterpart with re- 
spect to permission-role relationships, and vice versa [SCFYSG]. 
We see this duality exhibited in ARRAC97, where the permission- 
role assignment model is a dual of URA97. 

2 URA97 FOR USER-ROLE 
ASSIGNMENT 

The URA97 model was recently defined by Sandhu and 
Bhamidipati [SB97]. It is constructed in context of the 
RBAC96 model [SCFY96] shown in figure 1. The top 
half of the figure shows (regular) roles and permissions 
that regulate access to data and resources. The bot- 
tom half shows administrative roles and permissions. 
Intuitively, a user is a human being or an autonomous 
agent, a role is a job function or job title within the 
organization with some associated semantics regarding 
the authority and responsibility conferred on a mem- 
ber of the role, and a permission is an approval of a 
particular mode of access to one or more objects in the 
system or some privilege to carry out specified actions. 
Each session relates one user to possibly many roles. 
The idea is that a user establishes a session and acti- 
vates some subset of roles that he or she is a member of 
(directly or indirectly by means of the role hierarchy). 

We use the hierarchies of figures 2(a) and 2(b) in our 
running example through this paper. Senior roles are 
shown towards the top and junior ones towards the bot- 
torn. Senior roles inherit permissions from junior ones 
and are said to dominate them. Figure 2(a) shows the 
regular roles in an engineering department. There is a 
junior-most role E to which all employees belong. The 
engineering department has a junior-most role ED and 
senior-most role DIR. In between there are roles for two 
projects within the department, project 1 on the left 
and project 2 on the right. Each project has a senior- 
most project lead role (PLl and PL2), a junior-most 
engineer role (El and E2), and in between two incom- 
parable roles, production engineer (PEl and PE2) and 
quality engineer (QEl and QE2). Figure 2(b) shows 
the administrative role hierarchy with the senior secu- 
rity officer (SSO) role at the top, and two project secu- 
rity officer roles (PSOl and PS02) and a department 
security officer (DSO) role. 

URA97 is concerned with administration of the user- 
assignment relation UA which relates users to roles. 
Authorization to modify this relation is controlled by 
administrative roles. Thus members of the administra- 
tive roles in figure 2(b) are authorized to modify mem- 
bership in the roles of figure 2(a). Assignment of users 
to administrative roles is outside the scope of URA97 
and is assumed to be done by the chief security officer. 

There are two aspects to decentralization of user-role 
assignment. We need to specify the roles whose mem- 
bership can be modified by an administrative role. We 
also need to specify a population of users eligible for 
membership. For example, URA97 will let us specify 
that the administrative role PSOl can assign users to 
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0 U, a set of users 
R and AR, disjoint sets of (regular) roles and administrative roles 
P and AP, disjoint sets of (regular) permissions and administrative permissions 
S, a set of sessions 

l UA & U x R, user to role assignment relation 
AUA c U x AR, user to administrative role assignment relation 

l PA C P x R, permission to role assignment relation 
APA C AP x AR, permission to administrative role assignment relation 

l RH C R x R, partially ordered role hierarchy 
ARH & AR x AR, partially ordered administrative role hierarchy 
(both hierarchies are written as 2 in infix notation) 

l user : S -+ U, maps each session to a single user (which does not change) 

roles : S -+ 2RUAR maps each session 5-i to a set of roles and administrative roles roles(si) 2 {r 1 (3~’ > 
r)[(user(si), r’) E UA U AUA]} (which can change with time) 

session Si has the permissions U r~ro~es(s;)b I (3~” I ~I[(P, ~‘7 E PA u APA]) 

l there is a collection of constraints stipulating which values of the various components enumerated above are 
allowed or forbidden. 

Figure 1: Summary of the RBAC96 Model 
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Administrative Role Prerequisite Condition Role Range 

PSOl ED [El, PLl) 
PSO2 ED [E2, PL2) 

DSO ED A PLl [PL2, PL2] 
DSO ED A PL2 [PLl, PLl] 

(a) can-assign 

Administrative R.ole 1 Role Range 

(b) can-revoke 

Table 1: Example of can-assign and can-revoke 

the roles PEl, QEl and El, but these users must pre- 
viously be members of the role ED. The idea is that 
PSOl has freedom to assign users to roles in project 
1 (excepting the senior-most role PLl) but these users 
must already be members of the engineering depart- 
ment. This is an example of a prerequisite role. More 
generally LJRA97 allows for a prerequisite condition 
as follows. 

Definition 1 A prerequisit,e condition is a boolean ex- 
pression using the usual A and V operators on terms of 
t,hc form z and z where z is a regular role (i.e., z E n). 
For a given set of roles R let CR denotes all possible pre- 
requisite conditions that can be formed using the roles 
in R. A prerequisite condition is evaluated for a user 
1~ by interpreting IC to be true if (3~’ > z)(u,x’) E UA 
and z to be true if (VX’ > z)(~,z’) 6 UA. 0 

Definition 2 User-role assignment and revocation are 
respectively authorized in URA97 by the following re- 
lations, cart-assign C AR x CR x 2H and can-revoke C 
AR x 2R. 0 

The meaning of can-nssign(z, y, 2) is that a member 
of the administrative role 2 (or a member of an ad- 
minist,rative role that is senior to X) can assign a user 
whose current membership, or non-membership, in reg- 
ular roles satisfies the prerequisite condition y to be a 
member of regular roles in range 2.2 The meaning of 
can-revoke(z, Y) is that a member of the administra- 
tive role 2 (or a member of an administrative role that 

‘User-role assignment is subject to additional constraints, 
such as mutually exclusive roles or maximum cardinality, that 
may be imposed. The assignment will succeed if and only if it is 
authorized by can-asszgn and it satisfies all relevant constraints. 

is senior to 2) can revoke membership of a user from 
any regular role ?/ E Y. 

Table 1 illustrates these relations. Role sets are spec- 
ified in URA97 by the following range notation. 

[qy] = {T-E RIxLrr\r>y} 
(z,y] = {r~Rjz>rr\r>y} 
[qy) = {r~RIz>rr\r>y} 
(z,y) = {~ERIz>TAT>Y} 

By table l(a) PSOl can assign users in ED to the roles 
El, PEl and QEl, and similarly for PS02 with respect 
to E2, PE2 and QE2. DSO can assign a user in ED 
to PLl provided that user is not already in PL2, and 
similarly for PL2 with respect to PLl. 

A notable aspect of revocation in URA97 is that re- 
vocation is independent of assignment. If Alice, by 
means of some administrative role, can revoke Bob’s 
rnernbership in a regular role the revocation takes ef- 

fect independent of how Bob came to be a member of 
that regular role. This is consistent with RBAC phi- 
losophy where granting and revoking of membership is 
done for organizational reasons and not merely at, the 
discretion of individual administrators. 

Weak and Strong Revocation 

The revocation operation in URA97 is said to be weak 
because it applies only to the role that is directly re- 
voked. Suppose Bob is a member of PEl and El. If 
Alice revokes Bob’s membership from El, he continues 
to be a member of the senior role PEl and therefore 
can use the permissions of El. 

Various forms of strong revocation can be consid- 
ered as embellishments to URA97. Strong revocation 
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Administrative Role Prerequisite Condition Role Range 

DSO DIR [PLl, PLl] 
DSO DIR [PL2, PL2] 

PSOl PLl A QEl [PEl, PEl] 
PSOl PLl A PEl [QEl, QEll 
PSO2 PL2 A QE2 [PE2, PE2] 
PSO2 PL2 A PE2 [QW QW 

(a) can-assignp 

Administrative Role 1 Role Range 

(b) can-revokep 

Table 2: Example of can-assignp and can-revokep 

cascades upwards in the role hierarchy. If Alice has ad- 
ministrative role PSOl and she strongly revokes Bob’s 
membership from El as per table 1, his membership 
in PEl is also revoked. However, if Charles is a mem- 
ber of El and PLl, and Alice strongly revokes Charles’ 
membership in El the cascaded revoke is outside of Al- 
ice’s range and is disallowed. The question remains 
whether or not Charles’ membership in El and PEl 
should be revoked even though the cascaded revoke 
from PLl failed? It seems appropriate to allow both 
options depending upon Alice’s choice. 

In general URA97 treats strong revocation as a series 
of weak revocations each of which must be individually 
authorized by can-revoke. In this way we keep the basic 
URA97 model simple while allowing for more complex 
revocation operations to be defined in terms of weak 
revocation. At the same time we feel it is important to 
support strong revocation. 

3 PRA97 FOR PERMISSION-ROLE 
ASSIGNMENT 

PRA97 is concerned with role-permission assignment 
and revocation. Prom the perspective of a role, users 
and permissions have a similar character. They are es- 
sentially entities that are brought together by a role. 
Hence, we propose PRA97 to be a dual of URA97. The 
notion of a prerequisite condition is identical to that 
in URA97 except the boolean expression is now evalu- 

ated for membership and non-membership of a permis- 
sion in specified roles. 

Definition 3 Permission-role assignment and revoca- 
tion are respectively authorized by the following rela- 
tions, can-assignp C AR x CR x 2R and can-revokep C 
AR x 2R. cl 

The meaning of can-assignp(z, y, 2) is that a member 
of the administrative role z (or a member of an admin- 
istrative role that is senior to Z) can assign a permission 
whose current membership, or non-membership, in reg- 
ular roles satisfies the prerequisite condition y to regular 
roles in range 2.3 The meaning of can-revokep(z, Y) is 
that a member of the administrative role z (or a mem- 
ber of an administrative role that, is senior to Z) can 
revoke membership of a permission from any regular 
role y E Y. 

Table 2 shows examples of these relations. The DSO 
is authorized to take any permission assigned to the 
DIR role and make it available to PLl or PL2. Thus a 
permission can be delegated downward in the hierarchy. 
PSOl can assign permissions from PLl either PEl or 
QEl, but not to both. The remaining rows in table 2(a) 
are similarly interpreted. 

Table 2(b) authorizes DSO to revoke permissions 
from any role between ED and DIR. PSOl can re- 
voke permissions from PEl and QE2, and similarly for 
PSO2. 

“Permission-role assignment may be subject to additional 
constraints. 
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Revocation in PRA97 is weak so permissions may still 
be inherited after revocation. Strong revocation can 
be defi;led in terms of weak revocation as in URA97. 
Strong revocation of a permissions cascades down the 
role hierarchy, in contrast to cascading up of revocation 
of user membership. 

4 RRA97 FOR ROLE-ROLE 
ASSIGNMENT 

In this section we consider the issue of role-role assign- 
ment. Our treatment is informal and preliminary at 
this point because the model is still evolving. Our fo- 
cus is on the general direction and intuition. 

For role-role assignment, we distinguish three kinds of 
roles, roughly speaking as follows. 

Abilities are roles that can only have permissions 
and other abilities as members. 

Groups are roles that can only have users and 
other groups as members. 

UP-Roles are roles that have no restriction on 
membership, i.e., their membership can include 
users, permissions, groups, abilities and other UP- 
roles. 

The term UP-roles signifies user and permission roles. 
We use the term role to mean all three kinds of roles 
or to mean UP-roles only, as determined by context. 
The three kinds of roles are mutually disjoint and are 
identified respectively as A, G, and UPR. 

The main reason to distinguish these three kinds of 
roles is that different administrative models apply to es- 
tablishing relationships between them. The distinction 
was motivated in the first place by abilities. An ability 
is a collection of permissions that should be assigned 
as a single unit to a role. For example the ability to 
open an account in a banking application will encom- 
pass many different individual permissions. It does not 
make sense to assign only some of these permissions to 
a role because the entire set is needed to do the task 
properly. The idea is that application developers pack- 
age permissions into collections called abilities which 
must be assigned together as a unit to a role. The 
function of an ability is to collect permissions together 
so that administrators can treat these as a single unit. 
Assigning abilities to roles is therefore very much like 
assigning permissions to roles. For convenience it is 
useful to organize abilities into a hierarchy (i.e., par- 
tial order). Hence the PRA97 model can be adapted to 
produce the very similar ARA97 model for ability-role 
assignment. 

Once the notion of notion of abilities is introduced, 
by duality there should be a similar concept on the user 
side. A group is a collection of users who are assigned 
as a single unit to a role. Such a group can be viewed 
as a team which is a unit even though its membership 
may change over time. Groups can also be organized 
in a hierarchy. For group-role assignment we adapt the 
URA97 model to produce the GRA97 model for group- 
role assignment. 

This leads to the following models. 

Definition 4 Ability-role assignment and revocation 
are respectively authorized in ARA97 by can-assigna C 
AR x CR x 2” and can-revokea C AR x 2A. 0 

Definition 5 Group-role assignment and revocation 
are respectively authorized in GRA97 by can-assign9 C 
AR x CR x 2G and can-revokeg c AR x 2G. •1 

For these models CR is interpreted as the collection of 
prerequisite conditions formed using roles in UPR, and 
the prerequisite conditions are interpreted with respect 
to abilities and groups respectively. Membership of an 
ability in a UP-role is true if the UP-role dominates the 
ability and false otherwise. Conversely, membership of 
a group in a UP-role is true if the UP-role is dominated 
by the group and false otherwise. 

Assigning an ability to an UP-role is mathematically 
equivalent to making the UP-role an immediate senior 
of the ability in the role-role hierarchy. Abilities can 
only have UP-roles or abilities as immediate seniors and 
can only have abilities as immediate juniors. In a dual 
manner, assigning a group to an UP-role is mathemat- 
ically equivalent to making the UP-role an immediate 
junior of the group in the role-role hierarchy. Groups 
can only have UP-roles or groups as immediate juniors 
and can only have groups as immediate seniors. With 
these constraints the ARA97 and GRA97 models are 
essentially identical to the PRA97 and URA97 models 
respectively. 

This leaves us with the problem of managing relation- 
ships between UP-roles.4 Consider figure 2(a) again. 
We would like the DSO to configure and change the 
hierarchy between DIR and ED. Similarly, we would 
like PSOl to manage the hierarchy between PLl and 
El, and likewise for PS02 with respect to PL2 and E2. 
The idea is that each department and each project has 
autonomy in constructing its internal role structure. 

Definition 6 Role-role creation, deletion, edge inser- 
tion, edge deletion are all authorized in UP-RRA97 by 
can-modify : AR -+ 2UPR. cl 

4Strictly speaking we also have to deal with administration 
of group-group and ability-ability relationships. These can be 
handled in the same way as relationships between UP-roles to 
analogously give us the G-RRA97 and A-RRA97 models. 
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Administrative Role UP-Role Range 

PSOl (El, PLl) 
DSO (ED, DIR) 

Table 3: Example of can-modify 

The meaning of can-modify(s,Y) is that a member of 
the administrative role 2 (or a member of an adminis- 
trative role that, is senior to 2) can create and delete 
roles in the range Y, except for the endpoints of Y, 
and can modify relationships between roles in the range 
Y. This authority is, however, tempered by constraints 
that we discuss below. 

Table 3 illustrates an example of can-modify relative 
to the hierarchies of figure 2. By convention the UP- 
role ranges are shown as open intervals since the end- 
points are not included. DSO can create, delete and 
alter relationships between all roles in the engineering 
department (except the endpoints ED and DIR). When 
a DSO creates a new role it will be senior to ED and 
junior to DIR, and will remain unless some more se- 
nior administrator changes this relationship. PSOl has 
similar authority with respect to roles in project 1. 

Restrictions on can-modify 

The authority conferred by can-modify is constrained 
by global consistency requirements. It is not possible 
to change pieces of the role hierarchy in arbitrary ways 
without impact larger relationships. Here we identify 
two conflicts that arise and explain how RRA97 deals 
with them. 

Suppose DSO is given the authority to create and 
delete edges and roles in the hierarchy between DIR and 
ED. If PLl gets deleted tables 1 and 2 will be left with 
dangling references to a non-existent role. To avoid this 
situation we require that roles that are referenced in any 
can-assign or can-revoke relation cannot be deleted. In 
this way the DSO’s power to delete roles is restricted 
to maintain global consistency of t,he authorizations. 

The second problem arises if the DSO introduces 
roles X and Y as shown in figure 3. Now suppose PSOl 
has authority to create and delete edges and roles in 
the hierarchy between PLl and El. If PSOl makes 
PEl junior to QEl the effect is to indirectly make Y ju- 
nior to X. Now PSOl was given authority in the range 
(PLl,El) but has effectively introduced a relationship 
between X and Y. There are several approaches to re- 
solving this issue. We can prevent the DSO from in- 
troducing X and Y as shown, because this violates the 
range integrity of (PLl,El) with respect to PSOl. We 
can allow figure 3 to happen and prevent PSOl from 
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later making PEl junior to QEl. Or we can tolerate the 
possibility of PSOl affecting UP-role to UP-role rela- 
tionships that are outside the authorized range of (El, 
PLl). RRA97 allows all three possibilities. 

There may be other issues that will arise as we evolve 
this model. Our principle for decentralized administra- 
tion of role-role relationships is a sound one. We wish to 
give administrative roles autonomy within a range but 
only so far as the global consequences of the resulting 
actions are acceptable. To do so we need to disallow 
some operations authorized by the range, thereby tem- 
pering the administrative role’s authority. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have described the motivation, intu- 
ition and outline of a new model for RBAC adminis- 
tration called ARBAC97 (administrative RBAC ‘97). 
ARBAC97 has three components: URA97 (user-role as- 
signment ‘97), PR.A97 (permission-role assignment ‘97) 
and RRA97 (role-role assignment ‘97). URA97 was re- 
cently defined by Sandhu and Bhamidipati [SB97]. AR- 
BAC97 incorporates URA97, builds upon it to define 
PR.A97 and some components of RR.A97, and intro- 
duces additional concepts in developing RRA97. 

RRA97 itself consists of three components. ARA97 
and GRA97 deal with ability-role assignment and 
group-role assignment respectively, and are very simi- 
lar to PRA97 and URA97 rcspcctivcly. The component 
dealing with role-role assignment is still evolving but we 
have identified the basic intuition and two important is- 
sues that need to be dealt with. 
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